EPISTEME
ANNUAL REPORT 2020-21
The society started back in 2016 owes its stratum to the dedication of
the teachers of three departments.
This has been an unusual year for all of us filled with ups and downs.
For the very first time ever, our society had to conduct its events in a
virtual manner.
Episteme commenced its session of the year 2020-21 with the selection
of new council members. For the same, Life Sciences Department of
KIRORI MAL COLLEGE conducted elections on 23rd October, 2020 via
Online-mode. All the candidates standing for the posts were given
chances to put forth their campaign speeches and the voting was done
using google forms. The newly formed student's council now comprises
of : President- Anshika Sharma Vice-president-Dolar Dureja General
secretary- Sejal Goyal Cultural secretary-Tarana Kulshreshtha
Technical head- Deepansh Gautam Treasurer- Devaki B. Nair.

The department had organised PUROTSAV'20 – The Diwali Celebration
on 10th of November in which various events like Rangoli competition,
Ramayana Trivia- quiz based on life and values of lord Rama, Vivid
Snaps-the photography competition and Mehfil-the open mic ,events
were held.

Episteme organised its inaugural lecture series on environmental
issues. Lecture 1 was given by Dr ARUN SRIVASTAVA, assistant
professor at school of life sciences JNU Delhi on the topic covid-19 and
atmospheric variables an intricate relationship.

Lecture 2 was given by Dr VINOD KUMAR, assistant professor, special
centre for nanoscience, JNU, Delhi on the topic solid waste
management followed by orientation program for the batch of 2020 to
2023 in which the new members were acquainted with the department
and its activities accompanied by motivational words by a teachers that
filled the students with joy and excitement.

Novato fiesta’20 – THE FRESHER’S PARTY was held on 7th Jan to give
warm welcome to the first year students. It was an amalgamation of
fun, education and inspiration for the young students who stepped into
the college life.

Ameha Sharma and Zahid Mohammed became Ms and Mr fresher
respectively. The events were an excellent opportunity for the
department to know and interact with the new student members of the
society.

Episteme collaborated with the world wildlife fund and organised an
expert talk by WWF volunteers on the topic “Dragonflies And
Humans”.

Episteme The Life Sciences Society, Kirori Mal College, DU organized its
annual festival, BIOGALA’21 in collaboration with DBT star college

scheme on 25h and 26th February, 2021 on an online platform, Google
meet.

The two day program began with an inaugural lecture which was
delivered by DR. SHASHANK DEEP on the topic of “DRUG DESIGNING”.
The event was opened by first year students, Zahid Mohammed and
Ameha Sharma. The guest speaker was welcomed by Dr. Reena Saxena,
program coordinator, department of chemistry.

At the end of the very insightful lecture there was a Q&A session where
Dr answered everybody’s queries and Dr. Reena Saxena presented the
vote of thanks. Competitions like Bio rätsel – The Biological Riddle
competition, Brain over Binge – The OTT Quiz and COD Mobile League
were held on day one as well through google forms where Simran
Preet Kaur, the team of Sahil Raina and Anchal Dhiman and the team of
Jai Nagra and Ashish were winners respectively.

Day -2 began with another lecture on “FROM INVENTER TO
ENTREPRENEUR” by DR. HEMANT RITTURAJ KUSHWAHA. Guest speaker
was welcomed by Dr. Sarika Tejasvi, convenor, Life Science
Department.
There was a delightful and informative discussion with the students. Dr.
Sarika delivered the vote of thanks and the day continued further with
events like Bio Moji – The Emoji Event and Alfaaz – The Open Mic Event
with Simran Preet Kaur as the winner of Bio Moji.

The two day fest was very successful and filled the students with joy
and gave a much needed break from their hectic schedule of online
classes.

